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Having taken cognizance of the issue, almost all social media platforms have some policy for
deepfakes. | Photo Credit: iStockphoto

Disinformation and hoaxes have evolved from mere annoyance to warfare that can create social
discord, increase polarisation, and in some cases, even influence the election outcome. Nation-
state actors with geopolitical aspirations, ideological believers, violent extremists, and
economically motivated enterprises can manipulate social media narratives with easy and
unprecedented reach and scale. The disinformation threat has a new tool in the form of
deepfakes.

Deepfakes are digital media - video, audio, and images edited and manipulated using Artificial
Intelligence. It is basically hyper-realistic digital falsification. Deepfakes are created to inflict
harm on individuals and institutions. Access to commodity cloud computing, public research AI
algorithms, and abundant data and availability of vast media have created a perfect storm to
democratise the creation and manipulation of media. This synthetic media content is referred to
as deepfakes.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)-Generated Synthetic media or deepfakes have clear benefits in certain
areas, such as accessibility, education, film production, criminal forensics, and artistic
expression. However, as access to synthetic media technology increases, so does the risk of
exploitation. Deepfakes can be used to damage reputation, fabricate evidence, defraud the
public, and undermine trust in democratic institutions. All this can be achieved with fewer
resources, with scale and speed, and even micro-targeted to galvanise support.

The first case of malicious use of deepfake was detected in pornography. According to a
sensity.ai, 96% of deepfakes are pornographic videos, with over 135 million views on
pornographic websites alone. Deepfake pornography exclusively targets women. Pornographic
deepfakes can threaten, intimidate, and inflict psychological harm. It reduces women to sexual
objects causing emotional distress, and in some cases, lead to financial loss and collateral
consequences like job loss.

Deepfake can depict a person as indulging in antisocial behaviors and saying vile things that
they never did. Even if the victim could debunk the fake via alibi or otherwise, that fix may come
too late to remedy the initial harm.

Deepfakes can also cause short-term and long-term social harm and accelerate the already
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declining trust in traditional media. Such erosion can contribute to a culture of factual relativism,
fraying the increasingly strained civil society fabric.

Deepfake could act as a powerful tool by a malicious nation-state to undermine public safety and
create uncertainty and chaos in the target country. Deepfakes can undermine trust in institutions
and diplomacy.

Deepfakes can be used by non-state actors, such as insurgent groups and terrorist
organisations, to show their adversaries as making inflammatory speeches or engaging in
provocative actions to stir anti-state sentiments among people.

Another concern from deepfakes is the liar’s dividend; an undesirable truth is dismissed as
deepfake or fake news. The mere existence of deepfakes gives more credibility to denials.
Leaders may weaponise deepfakes and use fake news and alternative-facts narrative to dismiss
an actual piece of media and truth.

Media literacy efforts must be enhanced to cultivate a discerning public. Media literacy for
consumers is the most effective tool to combat disinformation and deepfakes.

We also need meaningful regulations with a collaborative discussion with the technology
industry, civil society, and policymakers to develop legislative solutions to disincentivising the
creation and distribution of malicious deepfakes.

Social media platforms are taking cognizance of the deepfake issue, and almost all of them have
some policy or acceptable terms of use for deepfakes. We also need easy-to-use and
accessible technology solutions to detect deepfakes, authenticate media, and amplify
authoritative sources.

To counter the menace of deepfakes, we all must take the responsibility to be critical consumers
of media on the Internet, think and pause before we share on social media, and be part of the
solution to this ‘infodemic’.
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Evidence is beginning to suggest a COVID infection could affect the balance of bacteria in the
gut, which might go some way to explaining why some people have persistent symptoms after a
COVID infection. Image for Representation. | Photo Credit: AFP

A vast combination of microorganisms live in our gut, including bacteria, fungi and viruses.
Collectively, we refer to this as the the microbiome.

Despite their tiny size, these microbes have significant effects on our health and wellbeing. In
fact, the microbiome is often referred to as the “second brain” due to the extensive relationship it
has with the body’s organs and systems.

One role in particular the microbes in our gut play is supporting immune function. They help to
control local and systemic inflammation, the process by which the immune system protects us
from harmful pathogens.

So it’s not entirely surprising that research has shown the make-up of bacteria in the gut may
influence the severity of a COVID infection. At the same time, evidence is beginning to suggest
a COVID infection could affect the balance of bacteria in the gut, which might go some way to
explaining why some people have persistent symptoms after a COVID infection.

The microbes in our gut provide essential signals for our immune responses across the body,
including in the lungs. A “healthy” gut microbiome comprises a broad range of bacteria, though
is not identical in every person. Studies have previously shown that a healthy gut microbiome
can improve the immune response to respiratory infections by regulating immune cells and
messages.

Also Read | Study finds how Covid causes smell loss for months, even years

On the flip side, evidence shows a poorer composition of gut bacteria increases susceptibility to
influenza infections in the lungs, and leads to reduced clearance of germs from the lungs in
mice.

With COVID, it similarly appears that the make-up of the gut microbiome can influence the
course of disease. Research has shown an association between the microbiome profile and

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/how-long-covid-causes-smell-loss-for-months-even-years/article66291793.ece
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levels of inflammatory markers in patients with COVID, where patients with a poorer combination
of gut bacteria show signs of too much inflammation. This suggests the microbiome influences
the severity of a COVID infection via effects on the immune response.

Just as the composition of our gut bacteria appears to influence how we fare with COVID, the
reverse might also be true – a COVID infection could affect the make up of our gut bacteria.
Specifically, it seems COVID might throw off the balance between “good” and “bad” microbes in
a person’s microbiome.

Studies have shown a significant difference in the gut microbiome between COVID patients and
healthy people. We see a reduction in bacterial diversity in the gut in COVID patients – so a
smaller range of species, as well as substantial differences in the species of bacteria present.

Notably, scientists have observed a reduction in a group known as commensal bacteria in
COVID patients, which act on the immune system to help prevent invasion by pathogens. This
may increase our risk of other infections after COVID. Simultaneously, there appears to be an
increase in a variety of opportunistic pathogenic bacteria that are known to cause infections.

This “imbalance” is called dysbiosis, and these changes have been shown to still be present in
patients 30 days post-infection.

Recent studies have suggested gut dysbiosis is linked to the movement of gut bacteria into the
blood during a COVID infection. In mice, COVID caused changes in a variety of parameters
associated with gut barrier permeability, meaning things can theoretically move more easily
through the gut wall.

In 20% of human COVID patients in this same study, certain bacteria from the gut had migrated
into the bloodstream. This group was at higher risk of developing a secondary infection in the
blood.

Also Read | Staying prepared: On scaling up the pace of COVID-19 genome sequencing

Research is now also showing that dysbiosis following COVID may contribute to long COVID,
with gut dysbiosis more prevalent in patients presenting with long-term COVID symptoms. This
makes sense because dysbiosis seems to put the body in a heightened and constant state of
inflammation – something that’s associated with chronic COVID symptoms.

As we continue to develop a more comprehensive understanding of gut microbes and their role
in inflammation, how can you help keep your immune system healthy to protect yourself against
COVID and other infections? Certain nutrients, including vitamins A, C, D and E as well as iron,
zinc and omega-3 fatty acids, all have positive effects on immune responses against viral
infection.

A Mediterranean diet, which is rich in vitamins, minerals and dietary fibre, has an anti-
inflammatory effect in the gut. Interestingly, a strain of bacteria known as Faecalibacterium
prausnitzii is key to immune regulation. It’s frequently low in the western diet, but abundant in
the Mediterranean diet.

Ideally you should avoid too many refined cereals, sugars and animal fats, which can all
heighten inflammation in the body.

Probiotics, supplementary blends of live bacteria, may also have benefits. A blend of bacterial
strains Lactiplantibacillus plantarum and Pediococcus acidilactici was shown to reduce the

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/staying-prepared-on-scaling-up-the-pace-of-covid-19-genome-sequencing/article66310701.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/staying-prepared-on-scaling-up-the-pace-of-covid-19-genome-sequencing/article66310701.ece
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quantity of virus detected in the nasal passage and lungs, as well as the duration of symptoms in
COVID patients.

This combination also significantly increased the production of COVID-specific antibodies,
suggesting probiotics act directly by interacting with the immune system, rather than solely
changing the composition of the gut microbiome.

Finally, moderate exercise can also help support the immune system to fight COVID.

Nottingham Trent University (The Conversation)
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Ozempic, Wegovy and Rybelsus are the brandnames for an anti-diabetes medication called
semaglutide which is primarily used to treat type-2 diabetes. Image for Representation. | Photo
Credit: S Kumar Santhosh

The story so far: The dramatic weight loss of Kim and Khloe Kardashian and other celebrities
has been rumoured to be the work of an injectable drug, Ozempic, that’s been called
‘Hollywood’s worst kept secret’.

In a tweet, business magnate Elon Musk chalked up losing 13.6 kg (30lbs) to Ozempic/Wegovy,
fasting and staying away from ‘tasty food’.

The drug is also garnering a lot of attention on social media platforms such as TikTok as an
easy way to lose weight.

Fasting + Ozempic/Wegovy + no tasty food near me

Ozempic, Wegovy and Rybelsus are the brandnames for an anti-diabetes medication called
semaglutide. Developed by Danish pharmaceutical company Novo Nordisk, the drug is used to
treat patients with type-2 diabetes.

Wegovy, which contains a higher-dose of semaglutide, was approved as an anti-obesity drug.

Semaglutide is a glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonist (GLP-1 RA) drug that increases the
secretion of insulin (which helps decrease blood sugar levels) after a meal while reducing the
production of glucagon (which helps increase blood sugar levels).

Besides regulating glucose levels in the body, the drug also aids in weight loss, lowers the risk
of hypoglycemia, and improves heart health and kidney function.

The drug was approved by the US Food and Drug Administration in 2017.

According to a 2018 study, semaglutide specifically showed greater weight loss in subjects than
other GLP-1 RA drugs. It roughly reduced body weight by 4kgs, as compared to other drugs
which saw reductions of 1.4-2.5 kgs.

Speaking to The Hindu, Dr Abhijit Chanda, Head of the Endocrinology Department at Medica

https://variety.com/2022/film/actors/weight-loss-ozempic-semaglutide-hollywood-1235361465/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6231279/
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Superspeciality Hospital, Kolkata, called semaglutide ”highly promising as an anti-diabetes
medication.”

“Apart from regulating glucose, it also increases gastric emptying time, meaning food takes
longer to pass through the gastrointestinal tract and it makes you feel full for a longer period of
time,” he said.

The difference between Ozempic and Wegovy is the dosage, he added. “Ozempic is given at a
lower dose. It starts with 0.25 mg per week and increases over a period of time. For Wegovy,
you start with 0.2 mg per week and slowly increase it to 2.4 mg.”

However, he cautioned against the use of the drug by people with a history of pancreatitis or a
family history of a type of thyroid cancer.

With over millions of views on TikTok, the drug has quickly become popular in the last year. The
off-label use of Ozempic has caused a shortage worldwide, The Guardian reported.

In fact, the demand for both Ozempic and Wegovy skyrocketed in 2022, with Novo Nordisk
recording a 29% increase in sales driven by GLP-1-based diabetes treatments, especially
Ozempic, in the first nine months of 2022.

A recent report by Bloomberg noted that patients in Southern California who suffered from
diabetes had trouble filling their prescription for Ozempic. Patients on similar type-2 drugs are
also facing the same problem. A doctor in Sacramento has taken to prescribing a lower dose
and suggested the patient take two injections per week rather than the regular one injection per
week as a compromise is ‘better than nothing’.

According to him, patients with diabetes could be at a higher risk for heart disease, infections,
disability or even death without their medication, the report said.
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In this photograph provided by the Indian Army, tanks pull back from the banks of Pangong Tso
lake region, in Ladakh along the India-China border. | Photo Credit: AP

The India-China skirmish on the Arunachal Pradesh border has brought the Chinese threat on
the front burner again. This has made External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar accept that to
counter this threat, “...we have a deployment of the Indian Army… that we have never had.” The
threat had never decreased, but faded in public consciousness due to electioneering, bridge
collapses, yatras, G-20, etc. Low-level and geographically restricted clashes will keep recurring.
But what this should not do is to lull us into a complacent mindset that accepts such clashes,
where the Indian jawan gives back more with sticks and fisticuffs than what he receives, as the
likely future conflict scenario with China. The threat, actually, is at the other extreme of technical
advancement — in the concept of multi-domain operations (MDO).

The term MDO has entered India’s military lecture circuit big time; however, it is being bandied
about loosely, with its true characteristics and import being understood by few. MDO is not just
actions on land, in sea, air, cyber, space and in the electromagnetic spectrum. It comprises
operations conducted across multiple domains and contested spaces through convergence of
capabilities to overcome an adversary’s strengths by presenting it with operational and/or
tactical predicaments. This means having a common operating picture across all domains which
forms the basis to decide the best tool to address a given task. Hence, it is not one service using
capabilities in multiple domains to do a task (as is happening now), but the best positioned and
capable operator of any service doing it across any domain. Thus, an Army coastal missile
battery could be tasked to strike an enemy naval vessel detected by the radar of an Air Force
aircraft; or an Air Force’s armed unmanned aerial vehicle on an Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance mission could be diverted to use its weapons against an Army target detected
by a naval/civilian satellite; alternatively, a cyber weapon could be used. In simple terms, the
MDO architecture uses any sensor and the best positioned shooter to accomplish objectives; the
technical complexity and the command, control and communication (C3) structure required can
well be imagined.

MDO and its C3 structure would have inputs from all sensors to come up with an optimum
engagement solution using artificial intelligence. This demands three things. First, all sensors
(and other information input sources) must be capable of being hosted on the MDO architecture.
Second, all solution providers (executors) must be able to receive inputs and instructions from
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the MDO C3 structure and carry them out. And third, if the link to the main structure is not
available (say, jammed by the enemy), the mission command characteristics of distributed
control would come into play so that operations continue.

This is complicated, for one is talking of pioneering technologies that only nations with a
developed scientific base and financial standing can afford. It would require a de novo look at
doctrine, planning, acquisition, staffing and training. This raises a doubt — does this affect India
or is it a first world problem? Should New Delhi be pouring money and resources into an
American concept (being progressed by the U.S. aggressively for the past decade) that may not
concern us? The answer comes easy when one considers that China, which is attempting to
match U.S. military power, is not lagging far; it is closely watching the Russia-Ukraine conflict
where Western specialists are helping Ukrainians utilise the power of algorithms to fuse
reconnaissance from space and choose the best shooters to strike Russian targets. As an article
in The Washington Post puts it, “The Ukrainians are fusing their courageous fighting spirit with
the most advanced intelligence and battle-management software ever seen in combat.” This is
MDO, in an abridged form, in action. If left behind, India would be deterred by denial during
peacetime itself as Beijing, which has the technology and finances, masters it. India has no
choice but to embrace MDO too.

A four-pronged strategy is suggested. First, in the short-term, traditional physical domains must
be stabilised, with critical deficiencies of the services being plugged. Second, our C3 networks
need to be hardened and protected against cyber threats. Importantly, they need to be linked
and synchronised so that seamless exchange of data is ensured. Third, for the long term, a pilot
project must be started now so that the true challenge of creating an MDO environment is
grasped; presently, it’s just western literature driving theoretical discussions in the seminar
circuit. The pilot project would identify the technologies required and, equally importantly, an
idea of the monies necessary. And finally, to get the fundamentals of MDO right, it is vital to train
and educate personnel starting now; incidentally, the U.S. Air Force has a one year-long training
course ongoing to help develop “….critical thinking and problem solving skills at the operational
level of war” amongst Joint All Domain Specialists, as the trainee officers would be called.

Technology has changed the face of war. History is witness to perils on the battlefield if scientific
advances are overlooked. Battlefields too have changed from physical brawls to cyber and
precision strikes. But err... if the recent brawls at Pangong Tso, Galwan and Yangtse and the
thrust required towards MDO are yardsticks to go by, strategic minds at the higher levels of the
military and government have a plateful of imperatives to address. This may not be an era of
war, as someone famously said recently, but homilies are for politicians and not for
professionals. The proverbial powder must not only stay dry but be upgraded in time.
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Twitter suspended actor Kishore Kumar G’s account for flouting its rules | Photo Credit: Thulasi
Kakkat

Microblogging site Twitter has suspended "Kantara" actor Kishore Kumar G's account for
flouting its rules.

(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business and
policy, subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)

Kishore, also known for web series "She" and "The Family Man" season one, was active on the
platform from the handle '@actorkishore'.

"Account suspended. Twitter suspends accounts that violate the Twitter Rules," is the message
displayed if a user were to search for the actor's handle. It is not clear when exactly the account
was suspended.

Kishore, who played the role of upright forest officer Muralidhar in last year's hit Kannada film
"Kantara", is known for being outspoken and sharing his views on social media.

The 48-year-old actor is also active on Instagram and Facebook. He has more than 43,000
followers on the former and over 66,000 on the latter. Both accounts are unverified.

In one Instagram post, he termed December 30 "Black Day" for free press and Indian
democracy after the Adani group gained full control of news broadcaster NDTV.

In another post on the platform on January 1, he talked about a purported video of a man "who
insulted God Kantara" and dies a "bloody death".

Commenting on the video, Kishore wrote: "Whether it is God or Demon, why don’t we see it as
just a belief. If you believe it exists, if you don't, it doesn't.

"But at the same time, there is no need to insult the beliefs that give many of us courage in times
of difficulty. Let the law handle those antisocial elements.
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Let faith be an individual choice." Set in rural Karnataka, "Kantara" explores the possibility of the
coexistence of faith and rationality, the conflict between nature and development and other
themes.
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Microsoft CEO, Satya Nadella, said there is tremendous momentum in cloud adoption. | Photo
Credit: AP

Microsoft Chairman and CEO Satya Nadella on Tuesday said there is tremendous momentum in
cloud adoption, as he termed cloud a "big game changer".

(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business and
policy, subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)

Nadella, who is currently in India, addressed Microsoft Future Ready Leadership Summit in
Mumbai on Tuesday.

He is also scheduled to visit Delhi and Bengaluru this week, and will be meeting key customers,
startups, developers, educators and students during his India visit.

Nadella, in his address on Tuesday, listed cloud and Artificial Intelligence (AI) as imperatives
that can be helpful in driving economic growth.

"Cloud has been a big game changer... cloud is in early-to-intermediate innings...," Nadella said
and noted the "tremendous momentum in cloud adoption."

According to research firm IDC, the overall Indian public cloud services market is expected to
reach USD 13 billion by 2026, growing at a CAGR of 23.1% for 2021-26. The revenue totaled
USD 2.8 billion for the first half of 2022.

Public cloud service (PCS) makes computing and storage applications available on demand to
organisations and individuals over the public internet. A private cloud model's resources are
available only to a single organisation.

Top cloud computing providers in India include Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud
and Microsoft's Azure.

Hyderabad-born Nadella also lauded the way in which India is building public infrastructure.

https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article61456542.ece
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He said, "... we see tremendous momentum today when it comes to cloud adoption. In fact,
when I think about Microsoft Windows, in the client-server era, we sold a few servers in the
cloud. It's a completely different ballgame. But I look at every business in the cloud
consumption."

"We are adding a fourth region in Hyderabad as well. So we are very committed to making
quality cloud infrastructure available everywhere," he added.

Nadella further said that energy efficiency will be one of the key components that will help
economic growth in the future.

"... If you want to have economic growth going forward, you have to have an economic growth
paradigm that doesn't consume energy at the rate at which we consume. And that's sort of going
to be, I think, one of the key things to keep in the context of India and India's growth," Nadella
said.

Talking about automation, he said, the next big thing is Artificial Intelligence (AI).

"So the first thing though, you have to really build a robust data infrastructure, .. you can not
benefit from a lot of AI if you don't have robust data infrastructure, and that's where we invest
in," Nadella added.

On India probably becoming the third largest economy by the end of the decade, Nadella said,
Github, which is sort of a place to see what's happening with developers worldwide, the growing
AI projects, and upskilling are the three things that are positive for the country.

"What is most important in the labour force is constantly updating the skill and taking pride in it
and the market forces rewarding it. That's magic when education is more continuous. I think
these are three things that make me very optimistic about India." he said.
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IRISH PRIVACY REGULATOR FINES META MORE THAN
$400 MILLION
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Ireland’s data privacy regulator fined Meta for breaches at its Facebook and Instagram services.
File | Photo Credit: Reuters

Ireland's data privacy regulator fined Meta 390 million euros ($414 million) on Wednesday for
breaches at its Facebook and Instagram services and said both must reassess the legal basis
on how they run advertising based on personal data in the European Union.

The order on how both social media companies run advertising was made in December by the
EU's privacy watchdog, according to a confidential decision seen by Reuters last month, in
which it overruled the Irish regulator's draft decision on that issue.

It related to a 2018 change in the terms of service at Facebook and Instagram following the
introduction of new EU privacy laws where Meta sought to rely on the so-called "contract" legal
basis for most of its processing operations.

Having previously relied on the consent of users to the processing of their personal data for
targeted advertising, Meta instead considered that a contract was entered into upon acceptance
of the updated 2018 terms and that this made such advertising lawful.

Ireland's Data Privacy Commissioner (DPC), which is the lead privacy regulator for many of the
world's largest technology companies within the EU, directed Meta to bring its data processing
operations into compliance within three months.

The penalties brought the total fines levied against Meta to date by the DPC to 1.3 billion euros.
It currently has 11 other inquiries open into Meta services.

The DPC said that as part of its decision, the EU's privacy watchdog had purported to direct the
Irish regulator to conduct a fresh investigation that would span all of Facebook and Instagram's
data processing operations.

The DPC said it was not open to the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) to direct an
authority to engage in such investigations and that it intended to ask the EU Court of Justice to
set aside the EDPB's direction as it may involve an "overreach."

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/what-is-the-eu-law-on-data-protection-all-about/article23401965.ece
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CHATGPT IS HELPING HACKERS WRITE MALWARE
CODES
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File photo of a person typing | Photo Credit: AP

ChatGPT, the new AI sensation, is helping even less skilled cyber threat actors write codes and
launch cyberattacks effortlessly, researchers at security firm Check Point Research said in a
blog post on Friday.

(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business, and
policy, subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)

Since OpenAI released ChatGPT in November last year, it has created a flurry of interest in AI
and its possible uses.

While it is too early to predict if ChatGPT will become the new favourite tool for participants in
the Dark Web, the cybercriminal community has already shown significant interest and is
jumping onto this latest trend to generate malicious code, researchers said.

The firm’s analysis of several major underground hacking communities revealed that cyber
attackers with little or no coding experience were using ChatGPT to write codes that could be
used for spying, ransomware, and other malicious tasks.

Last month, a thread named “ChatGPT – Benefits of Malware” appeared on a popular
underground hacking forum. The publisher of the thread revealed that he was testing ChatGPT
to recreate techniques described in research publications about common malware. He shared
the code of a Python-based stealer that searches for common file types, copies them to a
random folder inside the Temp folder, ZIPs them, and uploads them to an FTP server.

He also created a simple Java snippet using Chat GPT that can be modified to run any program,
including common malware families, Check Point Research said.

In the same month, a threat actor dubbed USDoD posted a Python script, which he said was the
first script he ever created using Open AI. This script can encrypt someone’s machine
completely without any user interaction.

Although UsDoD is not a developer and has limited technical skills, he is a very active member

https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article61456542.ece
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of the underground community. He is involved in a variety of illegal activities like selling access
to compromised companies and stolen databases.

Another notable instance of the use of ChatGPT that was carried out on New Year’s Eve of 2022
was the creation of Dark Web Marketplaces scripts. The marketplace’s main role is to provide a
platform for the automated trade of illegal goods like stolen accounts or payment cards,
malware, or even drugs and ammunition, with all payments in cryptocurrencies, Check Point
Research highlighted.
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IAF & JAPAN AIR SELF DEFENCE FORCE SET TO
EXERCISE JOINTLY IN JAPAN

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

To promote Air Defence cooperation between the countries, India and Japan are all set to hold
the joint Air Exercise, 'Veer Guardian-2023' involving the Indian Air Force and Japan Air Self
Defence Force (JASDF) at Hyakuri Air Base, Japan from 12 January 2023 to 26 January 2023.
The Indian contingent participating in the air exercise will include four Su-30 MKI, two C-17 &
one IL-78 aircraft, while the JASDF will be participating with four F-2 & four F-15 aircraft.

During the second 2+2 Foreign and Defence Ministerial meeting held in Tokyo, Japan on 08
September 2022, India and Japan agreed to step up bilateral defence cooperation and engage
in more military exercises, including holding the first joint fighter jet drills, reflecting the growing
security cooperation between the two sides. This exercise will thus be another step in deepening
strategic ties and closer defence cooperation between the two countries.
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The inaugural exercise will include the conduct of various aerial combat drills between the two
Air Forces. They will undertake multi-domain air combat missions in a complex environment and
will exchange best practices. Experts from both sides will also hold discussions to share their
expertise on varied operational aspects. Exercise 'Veer Guardian' will fortify the long standing
bond of friendship and enhance the avenues of defence cooperation between the two Air
Forces.

***

ABB/AM/AS

To promote Air Defence cooperation between the countries, India and Japan are all set to hold
the joint Air Exercise, 'Veer Guardian-2023' involving the Indian Air Force and Japan Air Self
Defence Force (JASDF) at Hyakuri Air Base, Japan from 12 January 2023 to 26 January 2023.
The Indian contingent participating in the air exercise will include four Su-30 MKI, two C-17 &
one IL-78 aircraft, while the JASDF will be participating with four F-2 & four F-15 aircraft.
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During the second 2+2 Foreign and Defence Ministerial meeting held in Tokyo, Japan on 08
September 2022, India and Japan agreed to step up bilateral defence cooperation and engage
in more military exercises, including holding the first joint fighter jet drills, reflecting the growing
security cooperation between the two sides. This exercise will thus be another step in deepening
strategic ties and closer defence cooperation between the two countries.

The inaugural exercise will include the conduct of various aerial combat drills between the two
Air Forces. They will undertake multi-domain air combat missions in a complex environment and
will exchange best practices. Experts from both sides will also hold discussions to share their
expertise on varied operational aspects. Exercise 'Veer Guardian' will fortify the long standing
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bond of friendship and enhance the avenues of defence cooperation between the two Air
Forces.

***

ABB/AM/AS
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A 38-YEAR-OLD NASA SATELLITE IS ABOUT TO FALL
FROM THE SKY
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In this photo made available by NASA, the space shuttle Challenger launches the Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite in 1984. On Friday, January 6, 2023, the U.S. space agency said the
38-year-old NASA satellite is about to fall from the sky, but the chance of wreckage falling on
anybody is “very low.” It’s expected to come down Sunday night, give or take 17 hours. | Photo
Credit: AP

A 38-year-old retired NASA satellite is about to fall from the sky.

NASA said Friday the chance of wreckage falling on anybody is “very low.” Most of the 5,400-
pound (2,450-kilogram) satellite will burn up upon re-entry, according to NASA. But some pieces
are expected to survive.

The space agency put the odds of injury from falling debris at about 1-in-9,400.

The science satellite is expected to come down Sunday night, give or take 17 hours, according
to the Defense Department.

The California-based Aerospace Corp., however is targeting Monday morning, give or take 13
hours, along a track passing over Africa, Asia the Middle East and the westernmost areas of
North and South America.

Also Read | Remarkable new discoveries made by NASA’s spacecraft as it prepares to
say goodbye

The Earth Radiation Budget Satellite, known as ERBS, was launched in 1984 aboard space
shuttle Challenger. Although its expected working lifetime was two years, the satellite kept
making ozone and other atmospheric measurements until its retirement in 2005. The satellite
studied how Earth absorbed and radiated energy from the sun.

The satellite got a special sendoff from Challenger. America's first woman in space, Sally Ride,
released the satellite into orbit using the shuttle's robot arm. That same mission also featured
the first spacewalk by a U.S. woman: Kathryn Sullivan. It was the first time two female
astronauts flew in space together.

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/subsurface-ice-young-craters-and-more-remarkable-new-discoveries-made-by-nasas-insight-spacecraft-as-it-prepares-to-say-goodbye/article66085795.ece
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It was the second and final spaceflight for Ride, who died in 2012.
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THE POTENTIAL OF GENERATIVE AI: CREATING
MEDIA WITH SIMPLE TEXT PROMPTS
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For representative purposes only | Photo Credit: Getty Images

Generative AI is a cutting-edge technological advancement that utilises machine learning and
artificial intelligence to create new forms of media, such as text, audio, video, and animation.
With the advent of advanced machine learning capabilities like large language models, neural
translation, information understanding, and reinforcement learning, it is now possible to generate
new and creative short and long-form content, synthetic media, and even deepfakes with simple
text, also known as prompts.

Top technology companies, like Microsoft, Google, Facebook, and others, have commercial AI
labs researching and publishing academic papers to accelerate these AI innovations. In recent
years, we have seen investments in GANs (Generative Adversarial Networks), LLMs (Large
Language Models), GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformers), and Image Generation to
experiment and, in some cases, create commercial offerings like DALL-E for image generation
and ChatGPT for text generation. For example, ChatGPT can write blogs, computer code, and
marketing copies and even generate results for search queries.

For example, the prompt “What is Generative AI” in the ChatGPT1 tool generates the following
text:-

Generative AI is a type of artificial intelligence that involves creating new, original content or data
using machine learning algorithms. It can be used to generate text, images, music, or other
types of media. Generative AI works by training a model on a large dataset and then using that
model to generate new, previously unseen content that is similar to the training data. This can
be done through techniques such as neural machine translation, image generation, and music
generation. Generative AI has the potential to revolutionize many industries by automating the
creation of content and enabling the generation of new ideas and concepts. However, it also
raises ethical concerns about the potential for biased or inaccurate content to be generated and
disseminated. It is important for developers and users of generative AI to consider the potential
impacts and ensure that the technology is used ethically and responsibly.

Similarly, the prompt “futuristic athletic sneaker, digital art, 3d render on a yellow background
with paint splashing in the air” in Microsoft Bing Image Create, generated the following image.
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Below are some interesting use cases for generative AI; this is not an exhaustive list but offers a
sense of the varied possibilities.

Generative AI can craft sales, marketing, and brand messaging. Agencies can generate
personalised social media posts, blogs, and marketing text and video copies by providing a text
prompt to a Generative AI service, like ChatGPT. In addition, the service can quickly iterate
different text by simply tweaking the prompt to effectively communicate with the audience.
DALL.E, a generative image generation service, can also generate original imagery to align with
the branding. Many startups are exploring services like DALL.E2, Bing Image Create, Stable
Diffusion, and MidJourney to create their brand logo and to align the same with Generative AI
text messaging. Instoried is using Generative AI for marketers to become better copywriters.

GitHub, Copilot6 and ChatGPT1 can generate code and help with developer productivity. It can
suggest entire functions, snippets, and even fully functioning modules and generate code in real-
time right in your editor. ChatGPT can also help you write code to build a technology service or
integration quickly. Generative AI can also be used for generating synthetic data for data
augmentation and creating additional training data to train and test AI models to experiment at
scale.

Furthermore, generative artificial intelligence can sift through numerous legal research materials
and produce a pertinent, specific, and actionable summary. As a result, it can reduce the
countless hours of human research and enable them to focus on more complex and exciting
problems. In addition, ChatGPT can assist in providing answers to complex queries and
augment search algorithms to generate responses to complex search queries. Generative AI
can accelerate the discovery of new research, drafting and synthesising documents and reports.
Wranga is using AI to generate media reviews to help parents to monitor and steer their
children’s content consumption habits.

Generative AI can also help create and simulate complex engineering, design, and architecture.
It can help speed up the iterative development and testing of novel designs. Architecture,
machine design, and even house floor plans are all be made by Generative Image and video
technology. A Generative AI service, for instance, can let engineers and consumers design and
iterate over floor plans and architectures with as little as a text prompt or vocal command.

It can also help health professionals with their medical diagnosis. AI can generate potential and
alternative treatments personalised to patients’ symptoms and medical history. For instance,
DeepMind AlphaFold can predict the shape of protein.

Overall, generative AI has the potential to enable efficiency and productivity across multiple
industries and applications at scale. However, if not designed and developed responsibly with
appropriate safeguards, Generative AI can create harm and adversely impact society through
misuse, perpetuating biases, exclusion, and discrimination. Therefore, we must add rigour and
responsibility to developing AI technology, enforce ethical guidelines, conduct regular audits for
fairness, identify and address biases, and protect privacy and security. Several concerns
surround the use of generative AI, including bias and exclusion. Generative AI systems can
perpetuate and amplify existing biases. If the models are trained on biased, non-inclusive data,
they will generate biased outputs, such as offensive or discriminatory language, demeaning and
degrading imagery, and prejudicial content. For example, initially, generative imagery would
show only images of white men for the prompt “CEO.” Big tech has taken corrective actions to
mitigate such bias issues and develop AI responsibly in the last few years. Generative AI
systems can create content for malicious purposes, such as deepfakes, disinformation, and
propaganda. It can also generate offensive or inappropriate content. Nefarious actors may use
AI-generated media to manipulate people and influence public opinion. These systems can
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potentially access sensitive information, raising concerns about data privacy and security. It may
also produce low-quality and less accurate information, specifically in the context of complex
engineering and medical diagnosis. It can be challenging to determine who is responsible for the
content generated by a generative AI system — the acquisition and consent model around the
training data and intellectual property issues make it difficult to hold anyone accountable for any
harm resulting from its use. Overall, it is essential to carefully consider the potential harms,
threats, and concerns of Generative AI systems and ensure that they are used responsibly and
ethically. Therefore, we must add adequate policy, regulation, awareness, and education
guardrails to develop and use Generative AI services ethically and responsibly.

The writer is Director of Product for the Bing organisation at Microsoft
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VIRGIN ORBIT REPORTS ‘ANOMALY’ IN SATELLITE
LAUNCH FROM U.K.
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The plane takes off ahead of Britain’s first satellite launch, at Cornwall Airport Newquay. | Photo
Credit: Reuters

A mission to launch the first satellites into orbit from Western Europe suffered an “anomaly”
Tuesday, Virgin Orbit said.

The U.S.-based company attempted its first international launch on Monday, using a modified
jumbo jet to carry one of its rockets from Cornwall in southwestern England to the Atlantic
Ocean where the rocket was released. The rocket was supposed to take nine small satellites for
mixed civil and defence use into orbit.

But about two hours after the plane took off, the company reported that the mission encountered
a problem.

“We appear to have an anomaly that has prevented us from reaching orbit. We are evaluating
the information,” Virgin Orbit said on Twitter.

Virgin Orbit, which is listed on the NASDAQ stock exchange, was founded by British billionaire
Richard Branson. It has previously completed four similar launches from California.

Hundreds gathered for the launch cheered earlier as a repurposed Virgin Atlantic Boeing 747
aircraft, named “Cosmic Girl,” took off from Cornwall late Monday. Around an hour into the flight,
the plane released the rocket at around 35,000 feet (around 10,000 meters) over the Atlantic
Ocean to the south of Ireland.

The plane, piloted by a Royal Air Force pilot, returned to Cornwall after releasing the rocket.

Some of the satellites are meant for U.K. defense monitoring, while others are for businesses
such as those working in navigational technology. One Welsh company is looking to
manufacture materials such as electronic components in space.

U.K. officials had high hopes for the mission. Ian Annett, deputy chief executive at the U.K.
Space Agency, said Monday it marked a “new era” for his country’s space industry. There was
strong market demand for small satellite launches, Annett said, and the U.K. has ambitions to be
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”the hub of European launches.”

In the past, satellites produced in the U.K. had to be sent to spaceports in other countries to
make their journey into space.

The mission was a collaboration between the U.K. Space Agency, the Royal Air Force, Virgin
Orbit and Cornwall Council.

The launch was originally planned for late last year, but it was postponed because of technical
and regulatory issues.
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THE OPEN ACCESS MOVEMENT, TO MAKE ACADEMIC
PAPERS ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL
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For representative purposes. | Photo Credit: Getty Images

Open access (OA) is a term associated with certain practices in academic publishing which
improve access to scholarly work. An OA scientific paper will be free and fully accessible. The
OA movement is prominent today because of the high cost of accessing scientific papers. It’s
common for a paper published by many journals to cost $15+ to read once and $30+ for
permanent access. Subscriptions to these journals have also become more expensive, costing
universities several crores a year. There are many OA initiatives that offer better alternatives.
India recently took the first steps of its ‘One Nation, One Subscription’ (ONOS) scheme: the
government, instead of universities, will negotiate with publishers for a capped and fixed fee to
access their papers (of studies funded by the state) and pay the fees, so that everyone in the
country can read the papers at no additional cost. The Education Ministry has so far shortlisted
70 publishers and set an implementation deadline of April 1, 2023.

Scientists write up a paper and submit it to a journal. Editors at the journal share the manuscript
with peer-reviewers — experts on the same topic who scrutinise the authors’ claims, and also
provide feedback on structuring the manuscript, including references to previous results,
reaching certain conclusions, etc. After the review is complete, the draft is finalised and the
journal publishes the paper — in print, online or both.

In the ‘subscription model’, papers published online are behind a paywall. Paywall fees have
increased in leaps over time. In a 2018 analysis, Duke University found that 59 of the 100 “most
highly cited articles ever published are behind a paywall” and that the “average cost of one of
these articles for an unaffiliated researcher is $33.41” — or 2,285 (2018). A 2020 report
prepared by fellows of India’s science academies wrote, “During 2018, India spent an estimated
1,500 crore for subscriptions to [e-journals] and/or print journals.” Higher access costs put
papers out of reach of other researchers as well as journalists, policymakers, students, etc.

OA gained momentum with the advent of the internet in the early 1990s, followed by
researchers’, librarians’, and other stakeholders’ interest in reducing publishing costs and
improving access. In 1991, physicist Paul Ginsparg created arXiv.org, a preprint repository. A
preprint is the manuscript before it has been submitted to a journal. Preprint papers aren’t peer-
reviewed in the conventional sense, but some workarounds exist, like post-publication peer-
review.

https://iicdelhi.in/sites/default/files/2022-09/OP-111_Final_13.09.2022.pdf
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20221125055551605
https://sites.duke.edu/library101_instructors/2018/09/05/paywalls-and-information-costs/
https://www.insaindia.res.in/pdf/CurrentSci.pdf
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The availability of preprints prompted many journals to switch to OA as well, but with a twist.
Some of them began to charge the authors of a paper before publishing instead of the paper’s
readers after publishing — a fee that journals called an article processing charge (APC). The
APC model is called Gold OA. There are two other types that are popular, and several others
overall. In Green OA, an institute-level repository archives copies of papers by its researchers
and makes them public after an embargo period, often specified by the journals that publish the
papers. In Diamond OA, a journal publishes papers at no cost. Additionally, while hybrid journals
follow the subscription model, once a paper is published and paywalled, its authors can pay
extra to ‘make’ it OA.

There are also gratis and libre OA. According to one definition, “gratis OA alone allows no uses
beyond fair use, and libre OA allows one or more uses beyond fair use”. Sci-Hub, a web
platform that provides open-access to lakhs of illegally obtained research papers, and whose
legality is currently being considered in the Delhi High Court, is said to be Black OA.

However, many journals charge exorbitant APCs. Nature Communications publishes papers that
are openly available but its APC per accepted paper is 5.2 lakh. (There are waivers for low-
income and lower-middle-income countries but India isn’t eligible.) In 2016-2019, the 2020 report
stated, Indian researchers spent 38 crore to publish papers in “just two OA journals: PLOS One
and Scientific Reports”.

The government conceived of ONOS in 2020 to lower this bill, but experts remain sceptical.
There are three main concerns — first, while the government will pay a fixed sum to journals,
this sum could still be large; secondly which journals will be included in the negotiations and
why? (a ‘recommended list’ faced some resistance in 2020); and finally as India has a large
population of researchers with diverse interests, journals may not agree on a common price.

UNESCO’s 2021 ‘Recommendation on Open Science’ asked that “no one [is left] behind with
regard to access to science and benefits from scientific progress” as countries confront epochal
problems like global-warming and zoonoses.

The contemporary focus is on the means to secure OA’s adoption. In 2018, an international
consortium created an initiative called Plan S. The member-organisations under Plan S work to
ensure that from 2021, “scientific publications that result from research funded by public grants”
are “published in compliant OA journals or platforms”. In January 2021, the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation deployed a policy to enable “the unrestricted access and reuse of all peer-reviewed
published research funded, in whole or in part, by the foundation”. Other research-funding
organisations have published similar policies.

However, researchers required to meet such targets often pay large sums to Gold OA or hybrid
journals.

Michael Donaldson, a member of the scholarly publishing industry, has written that across the
industry, the OA transition “has been slowed by the challenge of identifying sustainable ways to
cover the costs of OA publishing.”

In the words of librarian Melissa Cantrell, “If we imagine scholarly communications as a city, OA
strategies may dwell in the tall, reflective high rises, but we should pay more attention to the OA
practices … in the huddled masses on the street”.
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https://sparcopen.org/our-work/gratis-and-libre-open-access/
https://pg.edu.pl/en/openscience/open-access/black-open-access-0
https://www.nature.com/ncomms/open-access
https://www.springernature.com/gp/open-research/policies/journal-policies/apc-waiver-countries
https://openinterview.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/A-dissenting-note-on-APC-Madhan-Muthu-and-Arul-George-Scaria.pdf
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000379949.locale=en
https://www.coalition-s.org/
https://www.coalition-s.org/
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/about/policies-and-resources/open-access-policy
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/about/policies-and-resources/open-access-policy
https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2022/01/11/guest-post-perspectives-on-a-unified-approach-to-the-future-of-open-access/
https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2022/01/11/guest-post-perspectives-on-a-unified-approach-to-the-future-of-open-access/
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MG launches ‘MGverse’ Metaverse platform.

MG Motors, on Tuesday, launched MGverse, a Metaverse-based 3D, virtual reality experience
enabled in partnership with Metadome.ai.

The MGverse will allow users to experience the MG Pavilion at the Auto Expo2023 from
anywhere.

The MGverse comes with an integrated “explore and Creator’s center”, a virtual experience zone
with an extended experience zone, the MG Arena and Avatar Shop will enable customers and
visitors to personalise, accessorise, build and even purchase vehicles in the Metaverse.

Customers visiting the MGverse can get a real-time experience of the Auto Expo 2023 through
virtual presence, they can also view their avatars by entering MG’s expo pavilion and
experiencing interactive engagement features while conversing with other avatars.

Commenting on the occasion of the MGverse going live, Gaurav Gupta, Chief Commercial
Officer, MG Motor India, said, “With the automotive buying journey moving online and new-age
customers demanding digital products and brand experiences more than ever, MGverse, the
first of its kind is creating a new era of immersive customer experiences.

Announced earlier as a platform that would combine multiple virtual spaces, the MGverse is
intended to eventually provide five different experience zones, the Explore & Creator’s Center,
NFT Gallery, MG Car Club, Gaming Arena, and MG Knowledge Center.

While the Explore & Creator’s Centre has been launched as part of the MGverse, the remaining
zones are expected to follow soon.
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An Indian-American aerospace industry expert has been appointed as NASA's new chief
technologist to serve as principal advisor to Administrator Bill Nelson on technology policy and
programmes at the space agency’s headquarters.

In his position, AC Charania will align NASA’s agencywide technology investments with mission
needs across six mission directorates and oversee technology collaboration with other federal
agencies, the private sector, and external stakeholders, NASA said in a statement on Monday.

The position works within NASA’s Office for Technology, Policy, and Strategy.

“Technology plays a vital role in every NASA mission. Making sure that we’re pursuing the best
policy objectives allows this agency to continue to serve as a global leader in innovation,”
Bhavya Lal, NASA associate administrator for technology, policy, and strategy, was quoted as
saying in the statement.

“Charania is an experienced leader in managing large, rapidly shifting technology portfolios. I am
eager for him to apply his knowledge and enthusiasm at NASA," Lal said.

Lal served as acting chief technologist prior to the appointment of Charania, whose first day
working at NASA Headquarters was January 3.

“The rate of advancement we seek in the 21st century is dependent upon selecting and maturing
a portfolio of technologies into systems to execute our missions,” Charania said in the
statement.

“With this in mind, there are incredible opportunities in partnerships within and outside of NASA.
I now look forward to the opportunity to work with the entire community to increase the rate of
space and aviation progress,” he added.

Prior to joining NASA, he served as vice president of product strategy at Reliable Robotics, a
firm that works to bring certified autonomous vehicles to commercial aviation.

His previous experience also includes working at Blue Origin to mature its lunar permanence
strategy, Blue Moon lunar lander program, and multiple technology initiatives with NASA.
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Charania has also worked in strategy and business development for the Virgin Galactic (now
Virgin Orbit) LauncherOne small satellite launch vehicle programme.

Charania led the formation of the FastForward industry group focused on high-speed point-to-
point transportation, was a NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts fellow, and served on the
Lunar Exploration Analysis Group Commercial Advisory Board, according to the release.

He received a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in aerospace engineering from the Georgia
Institute of Technology, and a bachelor’s in economics from Emory University.
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Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) Chairman S. Somanath. File. | Photo Credit: B.
Jothi Ramalingam

The Indian Space Research Organisation has planned three major rocket launches in the next
three months, its chairman S. Somanath said here on Wednesday.

The rockets are Small Satellite Launch Vehicle (SSLV), Launch Vehicle Mark-3 (LVM-3) and
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV), the ISRO chief said.

"By the end of January and February, we are planning the launch of SSLV. Then LVM-3 next
mission for One Web – commercial launch. After that PSLV launch again for the commercial
purpose. So, this is the immediate target for the next three months," he told reporters after the
inauguration of a three-day workshop on Space Situational Awareness and Space Traffic
Management here.

To a question, Somanath said the flight test of Gaganyaan may take place in April or May, which
pertains to abort mission test.

Gaganyaan is the ambitious mission of India to send the first crewed orbital space craft.
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CCI’S ORDER STRIKES A BLOW AT THE EFFORTS TO
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Google shared an emotional blog on the recent CCI’s ruling against it and its impact on the
India’s digital adoption and Android market as a whole. | Photo Credit: Reuters

Google India on Friday penned down an emotional blog on the recent CCI’s ruling against it and
its impact on the India’s digital adoption and Android market as a whole. The U.S.
headquartered company said that it has partnered deeply with India in the last several years of
its exciting digital transformation.

(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business, and
policy, subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)

“At a time when only half of India’s population is connected, the directions in the CCI’s order
strikes a blow at the ecosystem-wide efforts to accelerate digital adoption in the country,” wrote
Google on its blog.

Last year, on October 20, Competition Commission of India (CCI) slapped a penalty of 1,338
crore on Google for abusing its dominant position related to Android mobile device ecosystem.
Now, the matter has reached Supreme Court after National Company Law Appellate Tribunal
(NCLAT) refused to stay the penalty imposed.

Aimed at readers, the Google’s blog says that over the last 15 years, through Android’s free
open source software and suite of high quality apps, Google has helped device manufacturers
make smartphones more affordable by a vast margin.

As per Google, the number of annual app downloads in India reached a new high of 29 billion in
2022, making it the second biggest app market after China (source: App Annie). “This thriving
ecosystem of users, developers, telcos and OEMs has created fertile conditions for a number of
innovations.”

Google says that when there are many different and unique versions of Android, called forks, it
harms the consistent and predictable ecosystem. “Devices built on incompatible ‘forks’ would
prevent Google from securing those devices, as these versions will not support the security and
user safety features that Google provides,” adds Google.

https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article61456542.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/competition-commission-slaps-133776-crore-fine-on-google/article66036842.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/competition-commission-slaps-133776-crore-fine-on-google/article66036842.ece
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Lack of consistent security upgrades will leave the users of those devices exposed to
cybercrime, bugs, and malware.

“Since incompatible Android forks will not support the security and user safety features that
Google provides, security responsibilities for these devices will instead fall to the OEMs, who will
need to invest extensively in creating consistent, all-year-round security upgrades themselves.
This will result in higher costs for the OEMs, and consequently, more expensive devices for
Indian consumers,” believes Google.

In a forked Android environment, small developers will be forced to prioritize. Their costs will
increase with each additional version they support. This will be highly damaging not only for
developers, but also consumers, who will be prevented from accessing important online
services.

“Foundational disruptions at this stage could set us back years and undo the deep investments
and effort made by OEMs, developers and the industry overall,” mentioned Google.
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ISRO PUSHING VENUS MISSION ‘SHUKRAYAAN’ TO
2031?
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A security guard stands behind the ISRO logo at its headquarters in Bengaluru, June 12, 2019. |
Photo Credit: Reuters

In a talk on January 9, P. Sreekumar, the Satish Dhawan Professor at the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO) and advisor to its space science programme, said that the
organisation is yet to receive approval from the Indian government for the Venus mission and
that the mission could as a result be postponed to 2031.

ISRO’s Venus mission, called Shukrayaan I, was expected to be launched in December 2024.
The idea was born in 2012; five years later, ISRO commenced preliminary studies after the
Department of Space received a 23% hike in the 2017-2018 budget. The organisation sought
payload proposals from research institutes in April 2017.

Optimal launch windows from Earth to Venus occur once around every 19 months. This is why
ISRO has ‘backup’ launch dates in 2026 and 2028 should it miss the 2024 opportunity. But even
more optimal windows, which further reduce the amount of fuel required at liftoff, come around
every eight years.

Sreekumar, speaking at an Indo-French astronomy meeting at the Indian Institute of
Astrophysics, Bengaluru, said that Shukrayaan I was “originally scheduled for a 2023 launch”
but that “right now the 2031 window is very good”. He added that the mission is “waiting for
formal approval and money”, which are required before spacecraft assembly and testing.

According to him, both the U.S. and the European space agencies have Venus missions
planned for 2031 — referring to VERITAS and EnVision, respectively — while “China might go
anytime: 2026, 2027, whenever they want to go”.

ISRO had originally hoped to launch Shukrayaan I in mid-2023 but cited the pandemic when it
pushed the date to December 2024. Other ISRO missions, including Aditya L1 and
Chandrayaan III, have also been affected by manufacturing delays and commercial launch
commitments.

Shukrayaan I will be an orbiter mission. Its scientific payloads currently include a high-resolution
synthetic aperture radar and a ground-penetrating radar. The mission is expected to study

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/isro-plans-mission-to-venus-eyes-dec-2024-launch-window/article65382339.ece
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyo8y8eQ3js
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Venus’s geological and volcanic activity, emissions on the ground, wind speed, cloud cover, and
other planetary characteristics from an elliptical orbit.

ISRO received an allocation of 13,700 crore in the 2022-2023 budget, marginally higher than the
year before. The bulk was diverted to the human spaceflight mission, Gaganyaan. Ahead of the
forthcoming budget announcement, and following recent reforms in the private spaceflight
sector, various industry groups have drafted a wishlist, including boosts to local manufacturing
and procurement.
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THE SECRETARY, MEITY LAUNCHES TECHNOLOGY
FOR BIOSENSING SYSTEM FOR THE DETECTION OF
ENDOCRINE DISRUPTING CHEMICALS IN AQUATIC
ECOSYSTEMS
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The Secretary, MeitY, Shri Alkesh Kumar Sharma has launched the Technology for Biosensing
system for the detection of Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals in aquatic ecosystems (MEAN)
developed under MeitY supported projects, here yesterday.

The Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC), Kolkata in collaboration with
ICAR-CIFRI, Baraackpore under the ‘National programme on Electronics and ICT applications in
Agriculture and Environment (AgriEnIcs)’ has developed a biosensing system for detection of
Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDC) in aquatic ecosystems, for qualitative and quantative
analysis of EDC content in water bodies.

The Biosensing based EDC detection system (MEAN), was also transferred to the selected
industry Arogyam Medisoft Solution Private Limited for further commercialization of the same
technology for deployment at different locations of North-East. The transfer of technology (ToT)
was done at MeitY, New Delhi in which a ToT agreement has been signed between Senior
Director & Centre Head, C-DAC, Kolkata and Shri Rajiv Mondal, CEO, Arogyam Medisoft
Solution Private Limited, in the presence of Shri Alkesh Kumar Sharma, Secretary, Shri
Bhuvnesh Kumar, Additional Secretary, MeitY, Smt Sunita Verma, Group Coordinator, MeitY,
Shri Naveen Kumar Vidyarthi, Director (IT), MoEFCC, Dr. Basanta Kumar Das, Director, ICAR-
CIFRI, Shri Debasis Mazumdar, Senior Director & Centre Head, C-DAC, Kolkata, Shri Om
Krishan Singh, Scientist ‘D’, MeitY, other industry partners, project team members and other
respected dignitaries representing various users and ministry.

Few glimpses of the technology transfer

 

***
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The Secretary, MeitY, Shri Alkesh Kumar Sharma has launched the Technology for Biosensing
system for the detection of Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals in aquatic ecosystems (MEAN)
developed under MeitY supported projects, here yesterday.

The Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC), Kolkata in collaboration with
ICAR-CIFRI, Baraackpore under the ‘National programme on Electronics and ICT applications in
Agriculture and Environment (AgriEnIcs)’ has developed a biosensing system for detection of
Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDC) in aquatic ecosystems, for qualitative and quantative
analysis of EDC content in water bodies.

The Biosensing based EDC detection system (MEAN), was also transferred to the selected
industry Arogyam Medisoft Solution Private Limited for further commercialization of the same
technology for deployment at different locations of North-East. The transfer of technology (ToT)
was done at MeitY, New Delhi in which a ToT agreement has been signed between Senior
Director & Centre Head, C-DAC, Kolkata and Shri Rajiv Mondal, CEO, Arogyam Medisoft
Solution Private Limited, in the presence of Shri Alkesh Kumar Sharma, Secretary, Shri
Bhuvnesh Kumar, Additional Secretary, MeitY, Smt Sunita Verma, Group Coordinator, MeitY,
Shri Naveen Kumar Vidyarthi, Director (IT), MoEFCC, Dr. Basanta Kumar Das, Director, ICAR-
CIFRI, Shri Debasis Mazumdar, Senior Director & Centre Head, C-DAC, Kolkata, Shri Om
Krishan Singh, Scientist ‘D’, MeitY, other industry partners, project team members and other
respected dignitaries representing various users and ministry.

Few glimpses of the technology transfer
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Exoplanet LHS 475 b and its star (Illustration). Source: NASA, ESA, CSA

The story so far: After a spectacular first set of images last year, including those of the
birthplaces and deathbeds of stars, and the cosmic waltz of galaxies, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s (NASA) James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the largest and
most powerful one ever launched into space, began its year by confirming an exoplanet.

The exoplanet, formally christened LHS 475 b, is almost exactly the size of the Earth, clocking in
at 99% of our home planet’s diameter. NASA announced on January 11 that a team of two
researchers — Kevin Stevenson and Jacob Lustig-Yaeger, both from the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, Maryland— confirmed the exoplanet using the
JWST.

Can life exist on planets besides our own? Are we alone in the universe? These are some of the
profound questions humans have been seeking to answer for time immemorial.

Exoplanets are planets beyond our solar system. While these planets usually orbit other stars,
some are free-floating and orbit the centre of the galaxy.

While the concept of these planets existed in theory and science fiction for centuries, the first
discoveries of actual exoplanets or extrasolar planets took place in the 1990s. In 1992, two
astronomers spotted two masses large enough to be planets, orbiting a pulsar (the dense
remains of a dead star sending pulsating beams of light while rotating swiftly) about 2,000 light-
years away. Then, in 1995, two researchers found the first exoplanet orbiting a sun-like star
called 51 Pegasi. This exoplanet was a ‘hot Jupiter’ kind—a hot gas-rich giant orbiting close to
its host star. This exoplanet was closer in orbit to its star than Mercury and our sun.

According to NASA, more than 5,000 exoplanets have been detected till date, and astronomers
calculate that at least one exoplanet on average exists for every star visible in the night sky. The
closest exoplanet, Proxima Centauri b, is orbiting a red dwarf star about 4.25 light-years away
(one light-year equals 9.46 trillion kilometres).

So far, both ground and space telescopes, using different methods, have discovered exoplanets
varying in size, mass, composition, the number of planets orbiting a star (planetary systems) or
the number of stars orbited by the planet.Compositions of these exoplanets have varied from
rocky (like the Earth or Venus), gas-rich (like Jupiter or Saturn), or even planets the density of
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styrofoam orcovered in molten seas of lava. Exoplanets tend to have similar elements to planets
in our solar system but with varying ratios. For instance, some might have more water or more
carbon.

Some types of exoplanets that have been discovered so far. Source: NASA, adapted by The
Hindu.

Discovering the characteristics of exoplanets not only tells us how they formed and evolved or
whether life is potentially possible beyond the earth, but also helps us understand our own solar
system better. For instance, the BBC’s Sky At Night magazine notes that based on their
compositions, some exoplanets could not have formed as close to their parent stars as they are
now, so they must have closed in later, pointing to the fact that planets can move from their sites
of formation.

While there are five ways that have been used to discover exoplanets, NASA states two key
techniques —

Transit method: This involves noticing dips in the light curve from the parent star— when a
planet passes or transits directly between an observer and the star it orbits, it blocks some of
that starlight. The star’s light, thus, gets dimmer for a brief period, enough for astronomers to
detect the presence of an exoplanet orbiting the star.

So far, 3941 planets have been discovered using the transit method.

Detecting exoplanets through the radial velocity method. Source: European Space Agency

Radial velocity method: When a planet orbits a star, its gravitational pull tugs at the star,
causing it to wobble slightly. This slight movement affects the star’s light spectrum as observed
through a telescope. If the star moves in the direction of the observer, NASA says, the spectrum
will appear to shift towards blue and if it moves away from the observer, the shift will be towards
red. When exoplanets are detected using this data, it is called the radial velocity technique.

According to NASA, “among all operating telescopes, only Webb is capable of characterising the
atmospheres of Earth-sized exoplanets”. While a telescope can detect an object and show how
it looks, the JWST, unlike the Hubble telescope, is fitted with a spectroscope. Spectroscopy
involves analysing light rays for elemental composition, temperature of the stellar object,
atmosphere of a planet and much more.

As explained by the European Space Agency, light that enters the telescope is split into its
different wavelengths by a grating or a prism; this forms a spectrum of light. This spectrum is
then focused onto a detector. Light from each chemical elementhas a unique spectrum, like a
fingerprint. Spectroscopes can analyse these fingerprints to help us understand the physical and
chemical characteristics of the source and its elemental composition.

Illustration of how spectroscopy takes place with the James Webb Telescope. Source: European
Space Agency

Another unique feature of the JWST is that it is an infrared telescope— it observes the Universe
in the near-infrared and mid-infrared light spectrum, which have wavelengths longer than visible
light.

Illustration of how the James Webb Telescope sees the universe in infrared. Source: European
Space Agency
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The universe has been expanding since the Big Bang.As light travels far in space or as objects
move away from us, the wavelength of light elongates. From ultraviolet or visible light, it turns
infrared. As light ages, it turns redder. The light from younger, closer stars is predominately
visible and ultraviolet. However, traversing the vast stretches of the expanding space, they turn
into infrared rays before reaching the Earth. The JWST, thus, observes the universe in infrared,
to detect ancient, early planets, stars, and galaxies.

The LHS 475 b is a rocky planet, relatively close at 41 light-years away, in the Octans
constellation. Findings from an earlier space survey of NASA—the Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite (TESS)— hinted at the existence of the new exoplanet. Webb’s Near-Infrared
Spectrograph (NIRSpec) captured the planet easily and clearly with only two transit
observations.

While JWST data shows that this is an Earth-sized terrestrial planet, it is not yet known if it has
an atmosphere. Due to the telescope’s sensitivity, however, the researchers know what kind of
atmosphere can be ruled out. “It can’t have a thick methane-dominated atmosphere, similar to
that of Saturn’s moon Titan,” Mr. Lustig-Yaeger said.

They also pointed to the possibility of a pure carbon dioxide atmosphere. The JWST showed
that the new exoplanet is a couple of hundred degrees warmer than Earth. The researchers
believe that if clouds are detected in future observations this summer, it may indicatethat the
planet is more like Venus, which has a carbon dioxide atmosphere and is perpetually shrouded
in thick clouds.

With this discovery by the Webb, Mr. Lustig-Yaeger said, they “have barely begun to scratch the
surface” of what atmospheres of exoplanets can be like.
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Visible Line Emission Coronagraph, the primary payload on board Aditya-L1, was handed over
to ISRO by the Indian Institute of Astrophysics in Bengaluru on January 26, 2023. | Photo Credit:
The Hindu

The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is planning to launch the Aditya-L1 mission by
June or July this year. Aditya-L1 is the first Indian space mission to observe the Sun and the
solar corona.

ISRO chairman S. Somanath, speaking at the handover ceremony of the Visible Line Emission
Coronagraph (VELC) payload on Thursday, said that the Aditya-L1 mission will be launched by
June or July as the launch window for the mission would close by August.

The Aditya-L1 mission will be launched by ISRO to the L1 orbit (which is the first Lagrangian
point of the Sun-Earth system). L1 orbit allows Aditya-L1 to look at the Sun continuously.

In total Aditya-L1 has seven payloads, of which the primary payload is the Visible Emission Line
Coronagraph (VELC), designed and fabricated by the Indian Institute of Astrophysics,
Bengaluru.

The other six payloads are being developed by the ISRO and other scientific institutions.
“Understanding the effect of the Sun on the Earth and its surroundings has become very
important now and Aditya-L1 aims to shed light on this topic. It has taken 15 years for VELC
from concept to completion, and this period was needed for a complex system like this. The
VELC has been the finest collaboration between the IIA and the ISRO,” said Mr. Somanath.

Following the handover of the VELC payload, the ISRO will now conduct further testing of VELC
and its eventual integration with the Aditya-L1 spacecraft.

“This is the main instrument (VELC payload) on board the Aditya-L1 satellite. There are also
other instruments which are developed by the ISRO and other institutions. Currently, we are
getting ready with the satellite. The payload will be taken to the U.R. Rao Satellite Centre in
Bengaluru, where we will integrate it with the Aditya-L1 satellite which will undergo a lot of
testing, evaluation, and finally, it will be launched using the PSLV,” Mr. Somanath added.
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Raghavendra Prasad, Principal Investigator, VELC payload, said that the payload will be able to
observe the corona continuously and the data provided by it is expected to answer many
outstanding problems in the field of solar astronomy.

“No other solar coronagraph in space has the ability to image the solar corona as close to the
solar disk as VELC can. It can image it as close as 1.05 times the solar radius. It can also do
imaging, spectroscopy, and polarimetry at the same time, and can take observations at a very
high resolution (level of detail) and many times a second,” Prof. Prasad said.
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Earth’s inner core, a hot iron ball the size of Pluto, has stopped spinning faster than the planet’s
surface and might now be rotating slower than it, research suggested on Monday. | Photo
Credit: Getty Images

Earth's inner core, a hot iron ball the size of Pluto, has stopped spinning faster than the planet's
surface and might now be rotating slower than it, research suggested on Monday.

Roughly 5,000 kilometers (3,100 miles) below the surface we live on, this "planet within the
planet" can spin independently because it floats in the liquid metal outer core.

Exactly how the inner core rotates has been a matter of debate between scientists— and the
latest research is expected to prove controversial.

What little is known about the inner core comes from measuring the tiny differences in seismic
waves created by earthquakes or sometimes nuclear explosions— as they pass through the
middle of the Earth.

Seeking to track the inner core's movements, new research published in the journal Nature
Geoscience analyzed seismic waves from repeating earthquakes over the last six decades.

"We believe the inner core rotates, relative to the Earth's surface, back and forth, like a swing,"
the study's authors, Xiaodong Song and Yi Yang of China's Peking University, told AFP.

"One cycle of the swing is about seven decades," the authors said.

The inner core started rotating slightly faster than the rest of the planet in the early 1970s, the
study said.

But it had been slowing down before coming in sync with Earth's rotation around 2009, it added.

There has been a "negative trend" since, the study said, meaning the inner core is now rotating
slower than the surface.

The researchers predicted the next change would occur in the mid-2040s.
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They said this rotation timeline roughly lines up with changes in what is called the "length of
day"— small variations in the exact time it takes Earth to rotate on its axis.

So far there is little to indicate that what the inner core does has much effect on surface
dwellers.

But the researchers said they believed there were physical links between all of Earth's layers,
from the inner core to the surface.

"We hope our study can motivate some researchers to build and test models which treat the
whole Earth as an integrated dynamic system," they said.

Experts not involved in the study expressed caution about its findings, pointing to several other
theories and warning that many mysteries remain about the centre of the Earth.

"This is a very careful study by excellent scientists putting in a lot of data," said John Vidale, a
seismologist at the University of Southern California.

"(But) none of the models explain all the data very well in my opinion," he added.

Mr. Vidale published research last year suggesting that the inner core oscillates far more
quickly, swinging around every six years or so.

His work was based on seismic waves from two nuclear explosions in the late 1960s and early
1970s.

That timeframe is around the point when Monday's research says the inner core was last in sync
with Earth's rotation— which Mr. Vidale called "kind of a coincidence".

Another theory— which Mr. Vidale said has some good evidence supporting it is that the inner
core only moved significantly between 2001 to 2013 and has stayed put since.

Hrvoje Tkalcic, a geophysicist at the Australian National University, has published research
suggesting that the inner core's cycle is every 20 to 30 years, rather than the 70 proposed in the
latest study.

"These mathematical models are most likely all incorrect because they explain the observed
data but are not required by the data," Mr. Tkalcic said.

"Therefore, the geophysical community will be divided about this finding and the topic will remain
controversial."

He compared seismologists to doctors "who study the internal organs of patients' bodies using
imperfect or limited equipment".

Lacking something like a CT scan, "our image of the inner Earth is still blurry", he said,
predicting more surprises ahead.

That could include more about a theory that the inner core might have yet another iron ball
inside it— like a Russian doll.

"Something's happening and I think we're gonna figure it out," Mr. Vidale said. "But it may take a
decade."
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‘There are no indications that the Indian Navy considers the P-75I to be unfeasible’ | Photo
Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto

Speculation abounds that the Indian Navy could cancel Project-75 I for submarine production
and instead acquire more Scorpene (Kalvari class) submarines — the fifth submarine from this
class, INS Vagir, was commissioned into the Navy on January 23. A media report last week
claimed that the IN, faced with a single vendor option in Project-75I—with a South Korean
company the only bidder in the fray with a proven fuel cell air-independent propulsion (AIP)
system — may place a repeat order for Scorpene-class submarines to be built at Mazagon Dock
Limited. According to the report, the Navy plans on installing the Defence Research and
Development Organisation’s still-to-be-developed AIP on the new submarines, impelled in no
small measure by the PLA Navy’s advance in the Indian Ocean.

There are many things wrong with the report. First, it is based almost entirely on conjecture,
seemingly intended to dub Project 75I as impractical and “unviable.” There are no indications
that the Navy considers the P-75I to be unfeasible. In December 2022, when the Navy Chief,
Admiral Hari Kumar, mentioned that the follow-on project for submarines would be cleared by
2023, there were no signs of the Navy’s lack of confidence in P-75I. While the Navy has had
issues, with many design collaborators withdrawing their tenders for various reasons (design
overreach to unrealistic delivery schedules, impractical liability clauses, and rigid technology
transfer requirements), there has never been a sense of doom about the project. In fact, German
shipbuilder TKMS, which had earlier withdrawn its bid, has even indicated its willingness to
remain in the fray, provided the Indian Navy tempers its expectations.

The most difficult of the IN’s conditions for foreign collaborators is the requirement that the AIP
be a proven system. As stated earlier, except for the South Korean firm Daewoo, no vendor that
bid for the P-75I has a proven AIP system. Ironically, the DRDO’s AIP is itself unproven. Back in
March 2021, the DRDO tested a land-based prototype of the AIP but has reportedly made little
progress since. The expectation that the DRDO’s AIP will be installed on the first Kalvari-class
submarine when it comes in for refit in 2024 is unrealistic given that it has yet to be tried in field
conditions. The Navy is reportedly in the process of designating a Kilo-class submarine as a
“test bed” for the indigenous AIP, but the process of installation and testing at sea is likely to be
protracted.

This is not to suggest that the DRDO AIP is unsuitable for installation in Kalvari-class
submarines; it could well prove its worth in years to come. Even so, the Navy would be ill-
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advised to base a decision on future submarines on the presumption of the DRDO AIP’s
success. If experience is any guide, DRDO’s high claims about technology development ought
to be taken with a grain of salt. In particular, the claim that the DRDO AIP prototype underwent
14 days of endurance testing ought to be informed by the reality that the tests were held in
simulated underwater conditions. In the circumstances, a wait-and-watch approach is the best
way forward for the Navy.

Second, the contention that the cancellation of the P-75I and a repeat order of Project-75
submarines would further ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ is inaccurate. The Navy’s leadership has in the
past acknowledged that the Naval Group, the French company that built the Scorpene-class
submarines, transferred insufficient technology during Project 75. While MDL has developed
valuable submarine-building expertise—which supporters of a P-75 repeat order rightly argue
must be leveraged in future projects—the skills obtained ought to be used in a homegrown
project such as the P-75I, where foreign collaborators would be contractually bound to transfer
technology in ways that would enable Indian shipbuilders to construct future submarines without
external help. A repeat of the Scorpene-class submarines at the altar of the P-75I would mean
the abandonment of the strategic partnership model. That is bound to adversely impact the IN’s
indigenisation initiative. It would also be a blow to the confidence of private shipbuilders, who
have invested considerable fiscal and human capital in developing capabilities to build warships
and submarines in the hope of contributing to the creation of a defence industrial base.

Third, the claim that lithium-ion batteries are better than AIP—as media reports last week
suggested—is flawed. Lithium batteries, while offering better efficiency, power, and charge and
discharge dynamics, are unstable and suffer from thermal runaway, fire, and explosion risks.
Regardless of the use of lithium batteries in Japan’s new submarines, lithium-ion fuel cell
technology has still not reached a stage of maturation for the Indian Navy to consider it reliable.

There is also the larger question of whether the DRDO’s phosphoric acid fuel cell-based AIP is
suitable for Indian submarines. The issue is not as clear-cut as many imagine. PAFC technology
is certainly more rugged than other fuel cell types and does offer longer life and efficiency. But
PAFC is expensive, complex, and difficult to maintain. Its platinum-coated electrodes experience
rapid dissolution, and carbon monoxide produced during the chemical process is known to
reduce the overall performance of the system. For that reason, PAFCs are not used for
submarine propulsion by any navy in the world. The system’s success has so far only been
demonstrated in stationary power-generation systems. The only fuel cell technology known to
work is the proton exchange membrane (PEM) used in German and South Korean submarines.

This isn’t to cast aspersions on India’s defence scientists and their efforts to find a solution to the
AIP problem in conventional submarines. Their efforts are indeed laudable. The aim of this
account is only to point out that speculation in the media that Project 75I is ill-suited for the Navy
is tendentious misinformation aimed ostensibly to influence the defence decision-making
process. There are no signs yet that the Navy is about to — or indeed should — abandon the P-
75I.

Abhijit Singh is Head of the Maritime Policy Initiative at the Observer Research Foundation, and
a former naval officer
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